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~di/or's Introduction
This year, Opus published a small first
edition in October. A special Opus four-page
supplement appeared in the anchor in
March. We have also continued to administer
the
Eerdmans'
Poetry
and
Prose
Com petitions.

This fina I edition of Opus represents what
the editorial board feels to be the best
contributions in prose, poetry, and artwork
that we have received since March. We have
tried to assemble as varied an edition as
possible.
01111.~ wishes to thank all those students
whose contributions appear in this edition.

Charles Schoeneck, editor
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UNCERTAIN SONG
We might rest upon the drifting hillsides for a time.
And if it were late spring,
Sharp-yellow blossoms from a passing bush
Would dust our clothes.
Finding a shore-line wouldn't be too hard.
We'd enjoy the coolness of the water
While wrinkled, floating sunshine wanders
On the bottom where we walk.
Or we might study autumn,
For many bushes lose their shadows to the earth.
And we cou Id lose a day there,
Amazed at the repetition in our thoughts,
Unsure, about a shore-line or a tree.
William Schutter

SYNTHESIS
Side by side on creak-springed bed we lie,
Recording our experience
In what we hope is poetry.
Our faces averted as wit h
Fountain pen and ink we write
Of the m inute ago when,
Wit h faces c loser than the mere flesh of them,
We adventured basic emotion.
And now we are apart,
Fused more by pen than thought ever,
Yet our fusion of the body
Was so without the m ind
That now, when w ith reflection
On our memory we write,
We are c loser in the sense of poetry
Than before.

l ,orraine l' rice

THE DAISY
He loves me
He loves me not
He loves me
Moon-wh ite petals fall
One by one
To the grass.
He loves me not
He loves me
He loves me not
I hold the flower's yellow
Sun half-flattened in my hand
Then toss it on the pile
Of broken petals.
I walk away and leave
That little chaos on the grass.
\ 'octunwl Fantasia JI
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long before he had left the forest, arbitrarily yes, but
settled. Why now, after coming so far, did he yet doubt? It
was the mind, the mind he had attempted to deaden, again
a live, again spitefully arrogant, sarcastic and demanding. His
m ind, laughing at him, making him feel ashamed in the
green eternal. "I will lift up my eyes unto the hills, from
whence cometh my help." And again he saw, for t he first
time he saw the profound image of t he hill.
The western wind, eroding the western bank had
stripped it to a naked concave rise while the eastern edge,
the sheltered edge, bulged with the residue which the wind
had dropped. There, in the midst of the eternal sea rose a
great ashen breast.
He climbed, no he courted. In a mad ecstatic game he
courted the hill on which he stood. Running up the eastern
side he dived into the soft ash at the peak and fell laughing,
rolling down the western bank. Again he'd rush up the
concave side and plummet in a long belly-first slide down
the other. It was a game, it was life; life as he had never
lived it, life as he had never dreamed it. He piled his clothes
into a heap at the summit and laughed as he buried his face
among them. Atop the gray ashes in a green sea he found
happiness and fell asleep in a spasm of pleasure.
High above, the sun hid his shadow beneath him.
When he awoke it was colder. His sun had fallen behind
great banks of western clouds and the rich sea-wind held in
its breath the threat of gales. He stood up, and was
surprised by his nakedness. Around him were the tracks of
his abandonment and below him the sprawling naked
imprint of his body on the limp ash. The wind blew dust
off his body into his footprints.
Deep inside, from deep inside he heard the fi rst murmur.
Like distant thunder he heard it rolling, rolling on up from
the hole in his belly, up, up through his throat and felt it
pause on the bri nk of his lips. Then it broke, a resounding
laugh t hat staggered him at its dimension and drove him
back upon h is disheveled pile of clothing, back upon the
disfigured ashen breast in a resounding parody of failure.
From back in the clouds the thunder answered. And it was
Reuben, Reuben laughing a drunken laugh at the man of
the mind.
Three seasons later, when the men of the road reached
the monument they had erected, the monument their
sextants had followed in an unerring white line, their
smoking shovels spread his ashes across the green sea.

THE HILL
This was no ordinary man, leading his shadow across the
green. The forever green reaching back to pines and
hardwoods, back beyond vision, beyond scent to pines and
hardwoods, to forever sea. Light steps in a green sea tossed
by natural winds in green waves. He watched them form
and break behina him. In a shimmer of wordless antiquity,
the green sea, forever old, forever new, was created behind
him.
And ahead, the hill-shapeless, eroding; the barren
testament of an age, his age. He saw it weakened now, three
seasons from its birth and yet three from its death. Birth
and death by smoking shovels in six short seasons. A great
bleak swell in the green sea about to die. He looked behind
him, and his shadow followed.
Three miles? Yes, all of three miles. Still, one couldn't
be sure in these games of the eye. With nothing but green
field before, behind and beyond, even the eye, especially
the eye- one could be fooled in an eternity of green. Well at
least it could not be more than five miles. Before him, the
sun rose, behind him his shadow followed, nearer, marking
time in the green eternal sea.
He thought of Reuben, shallow Reuben, man of the
fields and patron of dirty taverns. It was Reuben who had
taught him, had told him of the hill. Dirty Reuben whose
slurring drunken speech wavered from whimper to ecstasy,
from fantasy to wisdom. Drunken Reuben who from a
thick-lipped tale of hay-stack whoring had suddenly spoken
in profound clarity the secret of his soul, the secret of
which not even he was aware he was sharing.
"I was lost, out beyond sea and forest in a great expanse
of green field. Yet lost as if I had been dropped in the
deepest forest on the blackest of nights. Wakened from a
wandering drunk, from a frightened dream, alone and lost
in an eternity of green. I walked, first slowly under reeling
senses, then frantically, passionately ran, stumbled, ran
again. Motion, in mad motion I sought deliverance. A road,
a path, a broken twig and nothing, nothing but green-endless absolving green. It was not until, no it was because of
that, that I cried a long hollow cry of yesterday and
tomorrow, of memories and dreams, not until then did I see
it. Or rather, I heard it. A piece of my cry came back across
the field, lifting my eyes not in answer, but in anguish. A
black, shapeless, misformed island- my equal in despair,
who spoke with my voice, two alone in the green. I ran, I
climbed, I stood atop like an angel and felt for the first
time in three days the wind, the sea-wind I had almost
forgotten. We laughed together, the two of us, t ingled by a·
forbidden scent. Then I left, but steadily now into the
wind, across the green and toward the sea."
Here his vision had left him, and the drunken fantasies
which had preceeded it replaced it. Perhaps forever, his
secret, the purpose of his being, angelo, delivered and
forgotten in a musty tavern's drunk.
Who speaks of choices, when it is by decisions that we
are ruled. Drunk Reuben, chosen among the least of men to
hold the greatest of mysteries. And he, a man of the mind
to be the womb, to receive, to feed, and maybe even to free
his last dark child. And then fear. Cold fear, clinging like
sweat to a skin of wine halted him. In the presence of
victory, renewed struggle. This had been resolved, settled

Gerald Swieringa

Listen and hear from the lighthouse tree A small voice passes out on the sea;
Elijah stirs from out of his room,
From sleep in the ocean to thunder our doom.
Hark and I hear from the balustrade,
Harken, but I am afraid;
And now the whisper sings from beyond:
'Elijah, my prophet, be gone.'
R. 0. Warner

by Richard Vander Broek
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FARE THEE WELL, CHINA
You may fall in love in Suzuan
Or carry your Siamese cat to gentle, green Hainon
All promises and love-times you lose
You tell me that I should too
I cannot do it

DARK BLOOD
Thinly curls like cigarette smoke
Lovely features, all of Baroque

Dark blood
winter's blood
seeping seeping
into filthy puddles.

You may run out of time in Canton
Having promised him to be in Haiphong the following morning
Or missing your friends in Hong Kong
Your thoughts begin to spin around
I shouldn't do it

Hesitant early rain
no ice-storm th is
but damp drizzle
trickl ing trickl ing
down the windows
under the porch. . .

Tinted swirls, you fooled that bloke
Highly prized, that's Jennifer's joke
You may start to miss me, oh skybird
Or wish t hat you'd never have left at all
Good day China
Good day China

There is nothing green
in March
brown bush, gray wind...
no, nothing green
not even puddle slime.

Token gift to you he bestows
Highly priced, that's Jennifer's joke

Charles Schoeneck

Fare thee well, China

Jim de Groot

ODE TO LINDA LOVE LADY
Sitting in sunset
On driftwood board bench
Watching the sky
Turn yellow, then red

HAIKU

Lace, cotton, willow and thread
The clouds of sunset are the home of the dead

Far, dark, jealous night
Forced by turning miser earth
Slowly yields its gold.

Linda Love Lady
You should like it here
Soft blue and thin red
Become very dear

Pebbles awash
Call gently to rest
The sand of the beach
And pointed blade grass

Lorraine Price

Sitting in autumn with spring on your mind
Waiting in winter for summery skies

High in the sky pink heavens ablaze
Casting thin hue on crystal blue waves

Away slips the day
And in creeps the night
It's time for to rest
And contemplate fl ight

--

Waxing, waning, whimsical wor ld
The power of Will is the power of All
The flower of One is the t ower of All

Woodcut by Don Steele

Jim de Groot
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Portrait of a Christ
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THE SCOTTISH FIELD DAYS IN SYRACUSE

A PASSING THOUGHT
that's the way it all is

There is something in the tottering walk of old Scotsmen
That makes them ancient beggars,
Lingerers in the darkness of great halls
Draining stale beer from paper cups, they prop themselves
Against the makeshift bars in stagnant tents.
Their mouths are acrid ovens
Baking bear-breath behind yellow teeth.

we fly -and fly-and fly after those defendable thoughts
those golden thoughts lay heavy on us
we taste and feel and then it's all over
come and search for it will soon be finished
the box full of searchings
peak in
see!, it's a beautiful hyperbole of jeweled flickering
between the gray

These Scots are stiff old stumps, time-worn legends of the past
Transplanted from warm home soil to sombre boardinghouses.
Through bloodshot eyes they watch the caber toss
And the sheepdog competition;
Their sole companions are watered-down afterthoughts.
As t he pipe bands pass by,
Bony fingers press hard against precious paper flagons.

you can't touch but only see
for the box is out of reach
ah! the children, you play so well in that yard with fences
the grass touches you and you the grass
the air caresses you and you hold to her warmly
and then your father kisses your hair from behind
and you see your mother glowing for both of you

They are dark little men lilting to a nameless tune
Hobbling in their unk nown purposes
Across the littered fair grounds.
Their bent shadows barely seem to move.
They are men of the earth, head and limbs held fast
To trampled grass. And o nly when a chance breeze
Strokes the f lagpole, do t heir eyes roll upwards to gaze
At the Cross of Saint Andrew
Flaunt ing its eternal blue and white.

but you are playing alone, now I can see, your parents
have no other children
and that is mostly gray for you but emerald for them
to have you
you've grown so well
so strong and manly - yet - a soft and warm being
with hands that can hammer out your way and then
touch so beautifully

Charles Schoeneck

John Lyons

Down in the Upper R.oom

Etching liy Mark Vande 13rake

THE PARTY
Whose darkness darkness shadows o n t he wall
Like jungle vines move darkly down the hall?
An ice cube sunk in Cutty Sark collides
A blurry tink the crystal wall confides.

Fiesta
10

Etching by Greg Ph.illips

The Pardoner tells his tale to all and o ne
And weighted leaves before the rising sun.
And darkness shadows splash black w ine and wall
While jungle v ines move darkly down the hall.
Slcve Farrar

"Titanic on the rocks, two parts quinine."
"No thank you please, I already have mine."
"Monopoly, I have rolled the d ice and wo n."
"Oligopoly is the bastard son."
"The gardener was fired for lovely lies."
"This flower leans against the wall and cries."
"Did you know" "She said if" "The dog and the tree"
"Were frozen" "Wrong handwriting" "Now I see."
"They're playing my song, or is it Song My?"
"They don't know it but they're dying to try."
"I burn, I burn, my skin is white with salt."
"I pray St. Andreas to mend her fault."

SUNSET
The dying sun
At the close of a rain filled day
Drips orange blood
Upon the wet road.
Lorraine Price
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Drawing by lloberl Umis
Drawing by Kathy llorosinski

--:-,1rel Sculpture b) Richard \ ' ander Brock
Can\'a~ ~culµture by Brian Hailey
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mother. She was tall with long blue-black hair, and she had
startling violet eyes, her grandmother's eyes.
"Why don't you tie your hair back, dear?" her mother
suggested.
"To appear more solemn?" Jeanine retorted. (Everything has to be perfect for mother.)

"It's a serious matter, and I wish you wouldn't take it so
lightly. At least you could show some respect."
(Respect. Oh yes mother. What do you know about
respect? It requires some love, just loving a person because
they're a human being, doesn't it mother. And sometimes
you can't even get that. Oh sure, respect.)
"Where's your black dress? I don't see it."

"It's in the closet, mother." Jeanine began to tie her hair
back in a neat low ponytail.
"Is it pressed?"
"Of course it's pressed. I did it last night."
"Well, all right. Then there's nothing... "
She anticipated and broke into her mother's questioning
statement. "No, there's nothing you can do. Just leave me
alo ne and I 'II be ready in a few minutes." She turned back
to the mirror to apply finishing touches of make-up.
Taken aback, Mrs. Matheson stood in the middle of the
room, confused. Fi nally, she said, "All right. Your father
and I will wait for you downstairs. Please hurry. We can't
be late."
(No, we can't be late. That wouldn't look good.)

Jeanine walked to the closet and took out the dress.
Carefully putting it on, she admitted to herself that it
wasn't such an awful dress, just an awful color. On her
hands and knees, she searched under the bed for her heels,
found them, and put them on. She made one final check in
the full-length mirror on the back of her door. Everything
was right. It was too hot to wear gloves, so she wouldn't.
Her mother and father were waiting in the hallway. Mrs.
Matheson gazed up at her daughter with the trace of a smile
and said, "You look just fine, d ear." She glanced worriedly
at Jeanine's naked hands but said nothing. "Do you have a
handkerchief?"
"I won't need one."
Jeanine's answer noticeably upset her mother. "You
sound as though you're happy your grandmother died."

Painting by Kathy Ilorosinski

WILLOW TREE
(Run away home, little girl, run away home. Down to
the river, down to the brook, away ran the girl with what
she took.) The tree dips its branches in the flowing clear
between the emerald covers. (Her lips were like a cherry,
her hair was black as coal. Her name was sweet Rosemary,
my story now is told. I married her on Sunday, she was my
dear new wife. I buried her on Monday, no further trace of
life. The doctor couldn't save her, and neither could a
prayer. No more will I embrace her nor touch her coal
black hair. Dig away, boys, don't tarry. Dig away boys, dig
low. /'// leave my sweet Rosemary down in that deep dark
hole. The willow tree is sighing, begging to be free. The
willow tree is weeping. It weeps for you and me.) God

(I am.)

Jeanine brushed past Mrs. Matheson and rushed out the
front door. "Come on. We'll be late."
The ride to the funeral home was silent. Seated
comfortably in the new car, she watched the houses and
trees slowly pass by. The sun and gentle breeze magnified
the glinting silver and brilliant green of the leaves.
(It should be raining. Funerals shouldn't be held on
sunny days. Get your quota of falsified mourners standing
in a thunderstorm with black umbrellas mixing their tears
with the rain. That's the way it should be done, not this.)

made the tree, and man cut it down, cut down the fragile
branches, the tender green leaves, and disturbed the
morning tears of dew.
"Jeanine!"
She could hear her mother hurrying up the stairs.
Seconds later, Mrs. Matheson entered the room in a flurry,
nervously wringing her hands. She was a small dark woman
with very curly hair. She often reminded Jeanine of a w ire
hair terrier.
"Jeanine, what are you doing? It's late enough as it is,
and you haven't even started to get ready."
Jeanine suffered the familiar whine of her mother's voice
and turned slowly to look at her. She didn't resemble her

They pulled into the home's parking lot, already
crowded with the cars of other relatives, some of which had
been harshly aged by time since Jeanine had last seen them.
The Mathesons were ushered to the front of the small
chapel, now filled to capacity. When the minister realized
that they were there, he ascended the pulpit and prepared
to deliver the eulogy.
(And now the hypocritical platitudes begin. Bow your
head and pretend you're praying to some All Mighty way
up there. Pretend you truly believe in life after death,

14

whatever that's supposed to be. Believe she died of cancer
when you know it was the liquor that ate away inside her
until there was only a shell left. The hysterectomy. Thank
God Grandpa wasn't here. The only one who tried to fill
the emptiness she felt, who knew she was a woman, who
knew it didn't matter. But the heart attack took him and
then there was no one. Not one who tried, only berated and
attempted to cover the shame along with the hidden
whiskey bottles. Spout your damned platitudes. They
won't erase the guilt.)

it away please. The tree is sick and when it's sick you have
to cut it down because it's in pain and you can't let it be in
pain. When you fall down and hurt yourself you're in pain
and it hurts Nina can't you see? It's beautiful now and
that's the way we want to remember it but it's sick and if
we let it live it will get ugly and then you won't love it
anymore. I will, I will, please, please. But she was right,
that's the way it happened. I'll leave my sweet Rosemary
down in that deep dark hole. Beautiful sweet Rosemary
Elinor Parks rest in peace pray God.)

After a final prayer, the eulogy was over. The Mathesons
were led to a limousine as the pall bearers removed the
coffin and set it in the hearse. Mrs. Matheson sobbed
quietly while her husband tried unsuccessfully to calm her.
Jeanine sat next to her father, her face dry, her countenance hard for all the long-lost relatives who had gathered,
vultures on carrion at the smell of death and money.
The interment was private. That's the way the family, or
to be more exact, Mrs. Matheson, wanted it. That way, if
there were any errors or mishaps, no one would ever know
about them. Any mistakes could be easily discounted as
never having happened. Jeanine's mother was very adept at
filtering out bad memories from her mind; she always had
been.
The idea of watching the actual burial made Jeanine
uneasy. At least she had been spared the frantic wailing of
artificial mourners. There was only her mother's crying, and
she was all too familiar with that.
"Jeanine." She turned to the large silent man who was
her father. "Come throw in a handful of dirt."
She quietly obeyed and threw the dirt into the grave. It
made a soft sprinkling clatter on the coffin. She turned just
as her mother was bending down for a handful of earth.
"You see mother. You shouldn't have worn gloves. Now
they'll get all soiled." Jeanine ignored her mother's shocked
expression and began to walk away.
"Where are you going?" her father asked.
"I'll walk home."
"It's over a mile."
"I don't mind. And besides, the walk will do me good."
Jeanine continued to walk towards the exit, her heels
sinking a bit in the dirt.
Then she noticed the willow tree. It was almost straight
ahead, a little to her right. The branches were bent low,
almost touching the ground, moving in the wi nd as though
they were trying to sweep the grass clean of some small
unknown litter. Jeanine walked up to the tree, and after
staring up at the sun through its branches, she broke one of
them off. It would not break easily, but repeated twisting
made it relent. She quickly walked back to the gravesite.
Her parents were gone to reside as host and hostess at the
tea and cookies wake. When she came to the grave, Jeanine
touched the branch to her cheek and dropped it into the
opening. She started for the exit of the so-called living, but
not towards home.

She now stood in front of the low white fence. The gate
was not locked, and it still gave the little creaking noise as
she opened it. She walked the familiar path around the
house and down to the stream in the back yard. Here was
the difference, a terrible bleakness that only she could feel
and understand.
(Down to the river, down to the brook, away ran the girl
with what she took. Your love so easily too easily your love
and trust.)

Without the willow, the yard which had once been so
lovely was now a barren nothing. The stump remained to
scar the past even further, forming its own gravestone of
ugliness. But it had a strange power, the magnetism of a
memory, and it drew Jeanine closer. She reached down to
touch the surface where cold metal once cut into life. She
knelt by the stump, unaware of her dress, the polished
heels, or the tiny green twig struggling to grow in the earth
beside her, and she knew the unexpected taste of salt, the
unwanted relief of tears.
B('vcrly Dale l:rrer

(Not too far from here. Always afraid of ghosts when I
was small. If you 're a bad girl the ghosts will come and take
you far away and you'll never see me again Nina. The only
one who ever called me Nina, didn't want anyone else to
call me that, her name for me. Nana and Nina by the brook,
Nana making up her rhymes, and Nina playing underneath
the willow tree dipping its branches into the water. Don't
cut the tree down Nana. This is my tree and you can't take

Ink Drawing by Creg Phillips
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DAWNING I
Raindrops
sound softly
like the padded feet
of some uncertain cat
upon the roof.
Night
provides the hiding place
and in the
morning
with the dawn
the world lies
wet and crying
like the newborn child.

Beverly Dale Greer

ARMAGEDDON
Like they say
in the song
"love makes the world go round"
and it spins so fast that
you don't know where you're going
and
you don't know where you've been
and you
spin
and
spin
and
spin
until you faint
and when you wake up
he's gone
and you don't know where
until you see him
far o ff somewhere
spinning
in his own
spinning world
and you wh irl
toward each other
not for an embrace
but for the cataclysmic coll'ision
that breaks both worlds
and leaves them
stagnant

Beverly Dale Greer
Charcoal drawing by Bonnie Everts
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Photograph by Louis Schakel

TWO-ELEVEN

slowly, and the people tried to channel their impatience
into the floor by staring at it. If it hadn't been for her
luggage, Peg could have walked across the concourse with
her well-practiced, unconcerned sort of stride and gotten
the ticket business over with. But there were a large
suitcase, two smaller weekenders, and a Saks shopping bag
filled with riding equipment beside her. After attempting
several combinations, she held one weekender under her
arm, carried the other two suitcases in her hands, and
pushed the shopping bag along with her feet. It was
awkward, it was embarrassing.
The man in line in front of her was reading the Daily
News. The collar of his white shirt was dirty, and the seat
of his trousers was shiny and loose. He kept scratching the
back of his neck, and then his rear end, with furious
insistence. This made Peg extremely uncomfortable, and
she looked around the station for a distraction. Nothing.
She stared at the floor and waited.
"Next."
"Bridgehampton, please."
"Faw seventy-five," the ticket man said.
Peg pushed a five under the glass partition.
"Coµld you tell me when the next tr-•"
"I nfamation."
"Pardon?"
The man slid back a quarter and a ticket, and answered
as if he were annoyed.
"lnfamation booth, sweethaht. To the right."
Equally annoyed, yet quite contained, Peg turned and
shuffled over to the information booth.
When Peg asked about the next Bridgehampton train,
the woman in the booth announced, "Two-eleven, track

It is very difficult to amuse yourself in the Long Island
Railroad Station: not hing is new. Changes in seasons are
evident only through slight changes in temperature and in
the appearance of coats, then sandals, then coats again. Air
hammers operate in some hidden part of the s tation, filling
it with a ubiquitious drone, pounding and grinding day
after day, changing nothing. There are still the cheap
jewelry shops selling "diamond" rings and scissors, still the
book stores with two dozen copies of the latest Susann
novel in the window and stroke books under the counter.
Still Nedicks, running a lucrative business under the
assumption that people who ride the LI RR w i II eat
anything.
Peg watched herself eat. She was looking in the mirror
behind the rows of clean classes, and she decided that the
best way to drink a large Coke was to slouch over w ith her
elbows up on the counter, and to alternately sip and stir the
soda listlessly with her straw. She was trying to look
nonchalant and indifferent, and stirring the Coke like that
seemed to make it. On her head was a purple felt Australian
cowboy hat, which made her look cocky and created what
she thought was such a pleasing image that she had to force
herself from grinning and laughing and jumping down from
the stool. Instead, she drew herself up, placed a quarter on
the counter, and with a great deal of deliberation, lowered
herself until her feet touched the floor.
Nedicks opened out onto the concourse, to the left of
which were a row of ticket windows. Only two ticket
windows were open, and long appendages of people
extended from each one. The appendages moved very
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nineteen," through a microphone. She didn't look up. It
was as if she were talking to herself, or announcing times
and track numbers off the top of her head. Track nineteen
was just off to the left, so trusting the announcement as a
little more reliable than guess, Peg moved her luggage
toward the door.
She was the first person in line. Her watch read one
forty-five, and so did the clock on the wall. With twenty
minutes to wait, she pushed her suitcases and shopping bag
against the wall and wished she had taken more time to
nurse her Coke in Nedicks. It was uncomfortable to stand
there in a train station with no place to sit and nothing to
do. Her back began to ache, and she considered sitting on
one of the suitcases but quickly dismissed the idea. Instead,
she leaned against the wall, pulled the purple hat further up
on her head, shoved her hands in her pockets, and
glowered. It felt like a rather good glower. And even
without the Nedicks mirror, she thought.
The next person in line was a young woman carrying a
large straw box. She set the box on the floor and kneeled
down in front of it, opening the lid toward her very slowly,
and talking to whatever was inside.
" Hey, you guys. Hey, wake up, you guys."
An older black woman and her two little boys joined the
line, then a businessman reading the Wall Street Journal.
Two boys with long hair, mustaches, and buffalo sandals
added on, then a nun, then three high school girls carrying
tennis rackets. As more people gathered arou nd the door,
the line disappeared and a crowd formed.
Peg was growing curious about the straw box, and so
were the two little boys. The boys took quick glances over

Strange Bedfellows
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the woman's shoulder and turned to their mother (as she
evidently was), reporting on what was inside. Then they
turned to the box and crouched beside it.
" They babies?"
"Yea," the woman said.
A pause.
"Can we hold one? We'll be careful."
"No, I don't think so. They're really too little, and their
eyes aren't even open yet."
Peg was still wondering what was inside when the
announcement was made over the loud speaker that the
train bound for Babylon, Center Moriches, the Hamptons
and Montauk, with a change in Jamaica, was now boarding
on track nineteen. The woman closed the lid of the box and
stood up, with the two little boys close beside her, trying
very hard to help her carry it. The door slid open, and as
Peg tried to assemble her several parts (with the Saks
shopping bag filled with riding equipment presenting a
special problem), the woman and her straw box, the boys
and their mother, the businessman and the whole crowd
surged past her. They rushed down t he steps as if the train
were already pulling out, and they ran along the length of
it, looking in the w indows for semi-empty cars.
After several tries, Peg discovered she could manage
pretty well with the shopping bag looped over her arm. She
stationed herself among the suitcases, picked them u p all at
once, and aimed herself in the proper direction. Then, with
a modified version of her well-practiced stride and the
purple Australian cowboy hat set forward on her head, she
walked with her shoulders slightly slouched to the train.
Nancy Flier

ANTICIPATION
The sun is mild yet.
Hesitantly, it warms old limbs,
and drowsy needle-shadows falter
over the damp ground.
The plain eart h no longer groans
under heavy folds: it is drying up,
sighing, slowly heaving,
turning to t he sun.
A whi le ago the wind
was a constant muted moan.
Now it is gentle flu id
softly stirring up dust clouds
that rise and f all beh ind stark t rees.

A TIME
There was a time
When I could p ick a b lade of grass
And fit it firm between my thumbs
And blow

And I have eaten a full meal.
I sit, bloated, on the porch,
dar ing the young sun
to bake me in my stupor.

And make any music
I w ished t o make.
Now a blade of grass
Between my thumbs
Sings nothing when I blow.
I do not know
If it's the grass or thumb
Or both
That makes it so.

Charles Schoeneck

Lois ten Hoor

CARPE DIEM
We sat together in the evening hours
Talking of the other days,
You in rough tweed
and I in smooth satin.
Your eyes grew w ide with feeling,
And moisture shone on your brow,
For nearness called up the old desire.
(Though you and I have always known
Love is for a day at best.)

BEYOND DISSONANCE
Spring wind's plainsong chant
whispers behind me,
ascending unseen stone steps
in threadbare simplicity.
It courts me, but vanishes
as I turn around:
only last fall's leaves
scuttle down the sidewalk.

Then revel in the odours of love,
Musky smok e and salted sweat.
And proclaim that if love be a day
You and I were born to die.

l\arin C:ranlwrg

I walk on
c1nd I hear again
the muted muttering
of twenty wind-monks
whispering musical small-talk;
chanting hesitantly behind me
chanting with gathering purpose,
beyond dissonance.
Charles Schoeneck
Phot ograph by Rober t Bt>nchley Ill
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STONEHENGE

IT'S RAINING VIENNA IN THE STREETS

Tumbled monoliths scattered over dark mounas,
Those pregnant mounds that fill the endless spaces
Upon a woodless plain. No other traces
Of their crude builders survive the seasons' rounds.
No stains now upon the flattened stone slab:
Insects crawl in the well-chiseled grooves
That once caught blood. Waves of weeds move
Roughly in the wind, scratching drab,
Hand-hammered rock. From the somber sky
Above, the same pale sun and moon still pierce
Through sagging clouds. And yet th is silent peace
Is sometimes shattered by newer battle-cries:
Frenzied, keen-edged winds in rushing storms
Sound frantic blasts of o ld barbaric horns.

Near autumn Tonio said to Liz,
"It's raining Vienna in the streets."
And he walked off to spring
With winter in mind.
Said, "But knowing's not really for sure.
I'd hate to disturb you. I know you're asleep.
Adieu."
Gray is today. Black is but gone.
Colours just fade. Shadows grow long.
I'm feeling displaced. Time is a mess.
Entangled in space,
Uniform stress and
Tincture of form.

Charles Schocnc('k

Stained as she lay in beauty's good hand;
Shunned from the deep, she's lightly sun tanned.
Blue like clean water, ripples on lakes.
I'd hate to make a mistake and
Know I'm not she.

\
Ink drawing by Eva Safar

STORM OF

NIGHT

The symphony sounds of night
approach gently,
not yet full to burst
in glorified majesty.
A bat in the eaves
sings a mournful overture.
Skittering in the leaves;
night is coming on.

The silvered sky is vain,
beautiful mermaid magic
to fools who sail the sky.
Merchants of that profound deep
are warned to distant remains
of Siren stars' enticing.
Pirates, too, are lost,
adrift in stormy, frenzied water caps.

Innuendo of darkness:
the failing sun is victim
to rumors of dust.
Splendor of the stars,
whispers:
Night is a turncoat traitor.

Lightning flashes are final clues
to sea-sky seduction.
Mumbling, rumbling voices gesture,
silent signal:
night is coming on.
\lartha \1ulder
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FROM HERE

Said, "But knowing's not really for sure.
I'd hate to distrub you. I know you're asleep.
Adieu."

I would go down from here,
Go to a cleft, broken in the river bank
And see if it is time to build.

" Hey Liz, it's shining Nice in the bleak.
And chic is the photograph linen you wear.
You must have a leak in your hair, for
Golden glow is flowing to the bare floor."

When the sun is humid at the water,
In the brown-rinse
Will I wash my hands
And drip them on the mud-crust or my thighs.

In the village grove I'm ingrained.
Snow never changes, remains it the same.
And tattering down, leaves greeting the ground,
Autumn's crown as she lays her days down.

Kneeling wakes a darkness at the dirt.
Wind-wriggled roots discovered by the day
Are limp as damaged branches
And black yet with night's moisture.
They do not cluster wetness deep in earth.
A pebble dries its mud to bone,
Outlines the early light
As a late moon would hide her far-under coast.
The river flood more silent now with wind.

"Liz, don't wake up.
It's raining Vienna in the streets.
Dream beautiful lands
All cast up in gray.
Black is but gone and
White wi II come late."

I should wonder about the death of this thing.
Stopping sho rt, the water soon to go down.
Why the su n comes humid-close at the water.

Said, "But knowing's not really for sure.
I'd hate to disturb you. I know you're asleep.
Adieu."

I would go down from here,
It is dry.
I would mix water with the earth
And build.

Jim de Groot

What to make straight in this bend?
There are hollows to fill.
The re is a temple to be raised with broken twigs.
There is an altar to be gathered.
A clam shell throws a white wing at the sky.

Persistent November leaves,
(fallen too late for the burnings)
Entombed intact
in a shallow pool of ice.
Denied death's right
to cru mble and rot,
forced to remain in a static grave
and await the third-month resurrection.
Eileen \I cr<l uin

To
To
To
To

praise with descending day,
shape moments baking of wet earth,
kneel for prayer in the high noon,
go down from here.
William S chutter
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